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If you rewrote it this way, this team has five members, then you eliminated the filler there are. Describe your
talents. I guarantee. Go up the organizational chart. Not least because I know that for every one person I
offend, I make a friend. If one is plural, the other has to be plural. Optimize Your LinkedIn Profile How to
write a LinkedIn summary for your job search As alluded to above, a few things that should go into your
summary include a catchy hook, your personal story, and optimized keywords. Easy to find the subject and
make the verb agree in those examples. We will not over-engineer: the true test of successfully eliciting
requirements, producing business requirement documents, and releasing technical specifications is when the
user-acceptance testing UAT is completed on schedule. Is it the best word? For example, you might use your
summary to share your interest in a specific discipline within your field. Identifying and rewording to
eliminate those fillers will always make your writing more concise. As you look at those examples, has the
original sentence lost any of its intended meaning? The plainest word? If we try to revise the sentence so the
subjects come first, we get no friend there is like Sara, or many people there are in the park. However,
LinkedIn Recruiter shows the entire summary by default. There are many people in the park. In fact, it took
me roughly 20 minutes to write. Also be certain that the opening it is is a filler rather than a pronoun that
refers to the previous sentence. These keywords are often search terms used by recruiters. There is no friend
like Sara. Follow along and learn by watching, listening and practicing.


